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News and Notes from HTR  
New Year Message 2004    

 

Before I say anything else, I want to thank all HTR users for their support throughout 2003.  It was our 
most successful year ever and we (HDW staff included) are very appreciative for that.  Last year may also 
have been the most successful for the HTR clients in terms of realizing profits.  We have doubled the 
usual number of qualifiers for the NTRA handicapping championship (see page 3) and several of you 
made some serious money in the tournament wars last year.  Many of our diligent researchers have 
reported to me that they are finally over the hump and earning steady profits thanks to rebates that com-
pliment the accurate forecasting tools we have available.  There were reports from others of big scores 
with exotic bets - five figure payoffs and clear satisfaction with the product from most subscribers as evi-
dent from a very low turnover of users.  I am also grateful for all the input, suggestions, feedback and 
criticism that comes in and helps tremendously to improve the software and service.   
 
We are approaching our 10th year in business at KM Software/HTR.  In May of 1994 we sold our first 
(manually operated) handicapping software product: Modern Pace Handicapping.  Several of our original 
buyers that year are still subscribing with us today.  Tom Brohamer and I created the program assisted by 
the two greatest beta-testers ever, Ernie Logsdon and Ben Okamoto.  Why were they so important?  They 
never even thought about playing the horses on paper, they immediately bet real money on everything we 
came up with!  Two years later we were working with Jim Cramer and Ron Tiller (in Las Vegas at that 
time) starting an on-line service with Handicappers Data Warehouse -- and HTR was born. 
 
One of the benefits of writing a monthly newsletter for so many years is the 'diary' effect.  The newsletter 
enables us to chronicle the history of HTR.  We can look back over the years and read about user suc-
cesses, tournament scores, software evolution and seminar history.  Most important are the times spent 
with good friends we have met through this group.  Here's hoping that 2004 will include many more good 
memories for all of you.  
 
DOS Programs Almost Extinct 
The HTR DOS applications, most of which were originally coded between 1995-99, are on their final 
legs.  Those of you still using them regularly (about 5% of our customer base) found out the hard way on 
New Years Day.  I apologize for the breakdown with the DOS stuff.  Luckily a few of the key DOS pro-
grams were restored, but I can no longer program in DOS as the platform (Visual Basic for DOS) has long 
since been unsupported by Microsoft and is difficult to use with Windows XP. 
 

None of the above affects HTR2 or any Windows programs.  Many users were not even aware that we 
had DOS versions available, and quite a few people these days have never even heard of DOS as an oper-
ating system.  To those of you that were inconvenienced, I apologize, but there isn't much I can do to sup-
port DOS applications these days, I haven't been able to print from them in years myself.      
 
Update to Class Levels (Pars) 
Now that the year is over, I can accumulate all races from 2003 and begin to update the class level ratings.  
This process is very time consuming as it requires massive database programming to check and cross-
check every race type and determine a slot for it on our HTR performance scale from 85-115.  Some users 
have been frustrated with what they consider inaccurate pars of certain races.  Most of the time they have 
a good point based on practical experience but cannot provide me with documented proof to their claim.  I 
don't compute the level ratings based on opinion or visual experience.  The primary computation is to 
average the PER ratings for each class level.  But with such a complex variety of class conditions and dis-
parity in state-bred talent, this is very difficult to perform.  I expect to have the new version of HTR2 
updated with the new pars by the time the February newsletter is out.     
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News from HTR 
NTRA Handicapping Championship and HTR Participation 

 

This will be a record year for attendance at the NTRA/DRF National Championship to be held January 23 
at Bally's in Las Vegas.  Well over 250 qualifiers made the finals and it will be the largest competition in 
the history of the five year event.  Prize money has been fattened and the contest now approaches the 
Orleans tourneys in terms of monetary awards.  Last year there was expanded opportunity to qualify for 
the Championship with one or more contests every week during the summer and fall.   
 
It will also be a record for participation in the Handicapping Championship for HTR users.  Ten members 
have made it the finals this year ==> 
 
Name               Hometown               Qualifying Details 
   
 

ue Nadermann      Des Moines, IA         Prairie Meadows, June 14 S
 (with a little help from husband Donnie) 
 
Henry Damgaard     Charlottesville, VA    Colonial Downs, June 28 
 

Bob Ramos          Chicago, IL            Keeneland, Aug.2 
 

Mike Mayo          Dallas, TX             Reno Shootout, Sept 6 
 

Doug Craft         San Clemente, CA       Reno Shootout, Sept 6 
 
 

thleen McKee     Portland, OR           Portland Meadows, Nov 15  Ka
  (with a little help from husband Michael) 
 
Daven Turner       Columbus, OH           Keeneland, Dec 6 
 

Ronnie Hopkins     Lexington, KY          Turfway, Dec 14 
 

There are two other HTR subscribers that qualified. They prefer to remain anonymous and I will respect 
their desire for discretion and not publish their names. 
 
Congratulations to all of you that qualified to go to Bally's and we hope that one of you will take down 
that $100,000!  No matter where you finish in the end, the experience will be very rewarding and obvi-
ously a whole lot of fun.  I want to honor all of the HTR finalists by taking them out for lunch the day 
before the tournament and provide some printed materials.  We will also have a fun on-line contest on the 
web-site to handicap the best finisher among the HTR group with prizes awarded to the highest point total 
among the actual participants and the person that can come closest to guessing the top HTR finisher and 
their total. 
 
What does it take to score well and finish strong in the NTRA Championship?  
The tournament takes place over two-days, a Friday and Saturday (January 23-24).  Typically there are 
eight major thoroughbred tracks chosen - including Aqueduct, Gulfstream and Santa Anita - which 
receive the most attention from players.  The contestants submit 15 imaginary $2 win/place wagers each 
day, but only seven of those are optional selections.  Eight other races are "mandatory" and selected in 
advance - meaning everyone will be playing them together.  There is a 'cap' of $42/$22 on winnings.   
 
Our best source for good advice should come from someone that recently won a similar tournament.  
Daven Turner has those credentials as he just won the Keeneland contest that features an identical format 
to the Championship.  On page-4 we'll look at the details of his successful day.  Then we'll discuss several 
of the issues that he encountered and are critical for all tournament players.  
 
Thanks to Daven (buckfan) for providing a record of his selections and the reasons why he chose them 
from his HTR printouts.  
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News from HTR 
Daven's Tournament Synopsis  

 

The Keeneland tournaments - held twice last year - are an excellent rehearsal for the NTRA Championship 
as the format is very similar.  Daven Turner ("buckfan") not only qualified at Keeneland he won the event 
with a very strong score, one of the highest ever in this tournament.  Here is how he it did it ==> 
 
These are the races that I successfully “hit” to win the Keeneland Contest 12/06/03. 
 

(m) = mandatory race 
 
Track     Race#    Fin    Payoffs      Factors_____________ 
CRC         03       1       $21/$8        K4; Lv=1; Wk=81, Ped=1 
 

CRC (m)     08       1       $29/$12       K3; Lv=1; PED=1 
 

CRC (m)     09       1       $16/$7        K4; Lv=2; Jock 
 

HOL (m)     03       2       $00/$4        K3; Ev=2; solo +4 QP; TJ% 
 

TP          06       1       $42/$15       Lv=1 in speedy race; PED=2 
 

HAW         01       2       $00/$20       Ev=2; Wk=2 
 

Total     $177.80 
 
Good enough for $12,000 and a trip to Bally's for a shot at a 100-large.  Nice going Daven.  The HOL 
play meant something even though it finished 2nd and only paid $4 to Place, Daven would have wound 
up in 2nd place without those 4 points in a close contest.  What do all his winners have in common?  Lv 
or Ev 1 or 2.  But each also had a secondary factor that made the decision more clear cut, especially those 
with a top-4 (K).  Here are some issues to consider in a tournament that includes mandatory races and a 
cap of $42 on the winners. 
 
The "Cap" and the "Bomb".   
There is no way around it - you must hit a bomb (or several) to win any tournament.  A "bomb" can be 
described as any horse paying $30 or more.  Daven hit a 'cap' (max $42) horse and another $29 winner.  
He also connected with a $20 Place horse at HAW.  The KEE contest was only one day, so he had to 
gather points in a hurry.  At the Bally's Championship, the contest is two-days in duration and usually 
requires scoring with at least three big hits to get any prize money.  At the 3-day Orleans you'll need five 
homeruns to get the top prize.  Cliff hit five very big longshots and still didn't win it last October 
(although he collected $50,000 for second!).  This is why multiple entries are so useful in the initial stages 
of a tournament.  They allow the player to shoot at more bombs and get something started.  But the curse 
of having multiples arises later when it is necessary to get all the points on the same ticket.   
 

The key factors or rankings from HTR that identify "bombs" are based in three primary categories. 
 

Early Speed, usually Fr1 (Ev) and sometimes E/P.  Rank = 1 or 2. 
Late Speed, Lv or Fr3.  Usually rank = 1. 
Workout pattern rating.  Rank = 1,2 and any Wk rating > 80. 
 

Key Extras: 
K rating, especially those ranked 3-4. 
Velocity Score (nVEL). Very potent if combined with the Late speed items. 
Pedigree rating.  Useful for FTS and those trying grass first time, maidens and 2yr. 
A/P Underrated factor for longshots on grass.  Use PL-4.   
Trainer rating.  Might be a clue if changes are occurring such as blinkers, jockey switch, claimed last, etc. 
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News from HTR 
Tournament Strategies 

Mandatory Races 
There are several angles to consider when faced with mandatory races.  As the contest wears on, everyone 
is looking to pad their totals if they are in contention; or trying to punch forward if they are lagging 
behind or have zero.  With 200 or more entries in the room, everyone is faced with similar scenarios and 
perhaps as many as 30 players will be betting on the same horse.  Everyone understands that favorites 
below 3/1 do not help or hurt them much in the standings, so the chalk is ignored by most.  This means 
the bulk of the contestants will be looking at the same pool of horses from odds of 5/1 to 30/1.  Huge 
longshots at more than 30/1 are not a sensible play for most as they reason it will only pay the maximum 
$42 (cap) anyway and the probability that the monster will win is extremely small.    
 
As the contest reaches its conclusion, the players in the middle of the pack are in deep trouble if relying 
on mandatory races to move them up.  This is an acute problem with a tournament such as TUP where all 
the races are mandatory plays; it is very difficult to come from behind.  Even a healthy $18 winner does 
not gain much ground when 25 other players have it along with you.  If the favorites are winning most of 
the races late in the day, everyone is stuck and dead in the water; the players at the top of the standings 
will hold on.  Chalk now becomes the prayer of the contest leader if the remaining races are mandatory. 
 
So what strategy should be used?  Below is some sensible advice for playing mandatory races. 
 
Early in the contest you should play the mandatory with "overlay" in mind.  Picking from among the top-
4 (K) as Daven did, is a logical strategy.  Shooting for the moon is not necessary yet.  If your pick hap-
pens to be 10/1 or 15/1, great, don't be scared off.  But if the best you can get is 4/1 among the logical 
contenders, then go with it.  Gathering some momentum and early points is the goal.  Make the big moves 
in the optional races.   
 

After the half way point of the contest - and particularly near the end, the strategy changes. 
 

Leading the contest:  play the horse with the highest probability of winning, regardless of odds.  You 
want the chalk to win at this point, if it does, no one can pass you.   
 

Close to the Lead: bet the most logical overlay among the strongest 3 or 4 contenders.  You need enough 
points to pass the leader, who you assume will be betting the chalk.     
 

Middle of the Pack:  You must shoot for a 'cap' horse right now.  Play the best among the horses 15/1 up.  
But you will be joining a large bandwagon of others doing exactly the same thing.  Hopefully you have 
optional bullets left to gather additional points later.  
 

Bottom of the Standings/Zero Points:  Play the longest shot and most undesirable horse in the race.  Even 
if it wins, lots of other players will be yelling and screaming along with you as they were in the same 
hopeless position.  Your only chance is to follow it up with an optional "Hail Mary" win later.    
 
Optional Races 
At any point in the contest you are playing for a homerun with the optional plays.  This means your 
minimum acceptable odds are about 10/1.  Certainly anything below 6/1 is a waste of a bullet.  Even a 
10/1 may not be useful late in the tourney if you are running on empty, so step your minimum acceptable 
odds up past 20/1 and fire away.  Always save some ammo for late in the tournament in case you end up 
in contention or if the contest is still wide open due to a chalk parade (favorites winning all the races).  
Keep repeating the mantra in your mind "I have to hit a bomb - I have to hit a bomb - I have to hit a 
bomb" - with those optional bullets in hand. 
 
The majority of tournament winners tend to get more points late in the contest than early.  Front runners 
and those with leading early totals rarely hang on until the finish.  Far more racehorses go wire-to-wire 
than tournament winners.  The painful truth is that most leaders will choke before the end.  There is 
always the possibility of a late rally for any player with contending points.  The beauty of tournaments is 
that miracle finishes happen all the time.  
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Handicapping with HTR 
The Vi Rating -- Documenting It's Effectiveness  

 

The Vi (Volatility index) is found in the header on every screen in HTR2 software.  All races receive a Vi 
rating based on the composition of the field and various factors including race distance/surface, class 
level, age, sex and size of the field.  The Vi was originally designed as a forecast tool that would predict 
the likely win rate for the post-time favorite.  A Vi of 25, for example, would indicate the public favorite 
will probably win about 25% of such races.  The lower the Vi, the less likely the favorite will win the race 
and vice-versa.  A high Vi over 40 is a solid reminder that the favorites are going to be tough to beat. 
Research with the rating also revealed it proved very accurate as a chalk buster because the low Vi races 
tended to produce longshot and unexpected winners at much higher rates. 
 
In retrospect the "Volatility index" should have been configured so that the higher numbers forecasted 
greater chaos and the lower numbers less so.  But as mentioned above, the original plan was to set a num-
ber that would instantly tell us the probability that the favorite would win.  Later we began to discover the 
value of the Vi was much deeper than that, but it was too late to change the numerical scale as everyone 
was already getting used to it. 
 
To document the effectiveness and accurate correlation of the Vi it is necessary to test very large samples 
so that there is a sufficient number of races with each individual rating number from 20-45.  If the Vi was 
above 45 I lumped into the "45" category.  For the rare Vi found below 20, they were lumped into the 
"20" to increase the sample size at the low end.  In the test below, I break the data down with three dis-
tance/surface categories.  The first was the massive 6f-9f Fast Dirt which includes about 70% of all races 
in North America and should be a very definitive category for the Vi.  Next I tested the Vi on all Turf 
Routes - a category that tends to include classier horses yet more complexity for handicappers due to the 
larger well-matched fields with a greater tendency for race trouble.   
 
The Vi charts are separated into four win-price categories in each row of data. 
 

$2.10 - $6.90 
$7.00 - $9.90 
$10.00 - $19.90 
$20.00 and higher. 
 

The highest and lowest price categories will prove the most interesting in these tests.  As the Vi decreases 
we will expect the percentage of double-digit winners ($10 and up) to begin to rise.  If the longer-priced 
horses should start winning at a higher rate than the chalk category ($2.10-$9.90), then we have found 
something very powerful to work with.   
 
If you are conservative player, seeking high percentage races and short priced confidence, these charts are 
particularly important for you.  It is critical for rebate players and those that are looking for singles in 
their exotic wagers to know when they are most likely to succeed and also when the bet is shaky. 
 
Longshot hounds and tournament players need to be keenly aware of the power in the low Vi ranges for 
locating races that will fool the public more often than not and produce surprise winners over and over. 
That final category ($20+) includes all the bombs and is where the focus will turn. 
 
The Vi was not a simple formula; it took me well over a year of testing and tweaking to configure it as 
accurately as possible.  In the end, the index is really nothing more than quantifying what we already 
know about a race at face value if we dig into it a bit.  But who's got time to "dig in" to every race on a 
crowded simulcast or tournament menu.  We need a fast and simple method of determining the makeup of 
the field and the tendency of the end result in terms of price.  On page 8 we'll find out just how well it 
succeeds at this task.  
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Handicapping with HTR 
Vi Rating - Documented by Win Price  Dirt Races 

 
Vi win% in four price categories.  Fast-Dirt 6.0f - 9.0f 
 

Vi      $2.10-$6.90      $7.00-$9.90      $10-$19.90      $20 and up 
 

45+         62.9%           15.1%            15.9%           6.1% 
 

44          56.1%           16.5%            21.2%           6.2% 
 

43          59.9%           16.9%            16.8%           6.3% 
 

42          58.4%           15.9%            18.4%           7.4% 
 

41          54.7%           17.6%            18.7%           9.0% 
 

40          55.8%           18.5%            16.7%           8.9% 
 

39          55.1%           18.7%            18.0%           8.2% 
 

38          51.9%           17.4%            20.5%          10.2% 
 

37          47.9%           20.4%            20.0%          11.7% 
 

36          48.7%           20.2%            20.8%          10.2% 
 

35          47.0%           19.8%            21.7%          11.4% 
 

34          44.1%           19.0%            24.5%          12.4% 
 

33          42.9%           20.7%            21.7%          14.8% 
 

32          41.6%           20.9%            23.1%          14.4% 
 

31          40.3%           20.0%            25.0%          14.7% 
 

30          37.6%           21.8%            25.8%          14.8% 
 

29          38.2%           21.2%            24.4%          16.3% 
 

28          34.4%           21.5%            28.0%          16.2% 
 

27          34.2%           23.0%            26.2%          16.7% 
 

26          29.4%           23.5%            28.1%          19.0% 
 

25          28.5%           24.2%            29.4%          17.9% 
 

24          27.3%           21.9%            30.1%          20.7% 
 

23          23.9%           23.8%            30.2%          22.1% 
 

22          26.0%           20.9%            30.9%          22.2% 
 

21          22.1%           20.7%            32.9%          24.3% 
 

20 or less  20.1%           22.8%            34.8%          22.3% 
 
Analysis 
The Vi performs a nearly perfect statistical correlation from top to bottom.  There are exceptions in the 
various categories but is more likely due to sample size with an individual index.  There is a clear break 
for the most predictive races above the 38 index.  At Vi range 39 and up, horses with odds of 2/1 or less 
will win more than 55% of their races and the longshots that go off at odds over 9/1 will only get the 
money about once in every 15 races.   
 
For longshot players - the clear gap seems to be right at 25 on dirt.  When the Vi drops below 25 for the 
race, the win percentage of horses that pay $15 and up begins to exceed the rate of winners below 4/1.  
That is an astonishing piece of intelligence for every HTR user to remember. 
 
Keep in mind that this particular test was for Fast-Dirt 6-9 furlongs.  That includes about 2/3rds of all 
North American thoroughbred races.  We'll find out next if the Vi can hold its strength in the more diffi-
cult grass events -- see page-8. 
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Handicapping with HTR 
Vi Rating - Tested by Win Price for Turf Routes 

 
Vi win% in four price categories.  Turf Routes 
 

Vi      $2.10-$6.90      $7.00-$9.90      $10-$19.90      $20 and up 
 

45+         57.1%           18.4%            20.4%           4.1% 
 

44          78.6%            7.1%             7.4%           6.9% 
 

43          56.1%           20.0%            22.9%           6.0% 
 

42          45.8%           25.0%            22.9%           6.3% 
 

41          61.4%           20.5%            15.9%           2.3% 
 

40          49.4%           16.9%            19.3%          14.5% 
 

39          52.1%           17.0%            19.1%          11.7% 
 

38          55.8%           16.9%            13.0%          14.3% 
 

37          56.4%            9.4%            22.2%          12.0% 
 

36          45.6%           19.5%            19.5%          15.4% 
 

35          50.7%           17.6%            18.2%          13.5% 
 

34          45.8%           19.3%            24.5%          10.4% 
 

33          40.0%           19.2%            24.0%          16.8% 
 

32          38.9%           20.8%            23.2%          17.1% 
 

31          35.9%           18.9%            27.2%          17.9% 
 

30          31.3%           20.8%            30.2%          17.7% 
 

29          32.0%           22.0%            28.7%          17.3% 
 

28          34.4%           21.5%            28.0%          16.2% 
 

27          34.2%           23.0%            26.2%          16.7% 
 

26          29.4%           23.5%            28.1%          19.0% 
 

25          28.5%           24.2%            29.4%          17.9% 
 

24          27.3%           21.9%            30.1%          20.7% 
 

23          23.9%           23.8%            30.2%          22.1% 
 

22          26.0%           20.9%            30.9%          22.2% 
 

21          22.1%           20.7%            32.9%          24.3% 
 

20 or less  20.1%           22.8%            34.8%          22.3% 
 
Analysis 
The chart appears more scattered for the grass races, but that is due to the reduction in sample sizes for 
each row.  For longshot players, the news is great below Vi 30.  A remarkable 50% of the turf races are 
won by a horse paying $15 when the Vi drops into the 20's.  That is an eye-opener.  There seems to be a 
sizeable break around Vi 34-35 for the chalk.  Above 35, the winners that pay below $7 comprise 50% of 
the winners.  Another break takes place at Vi 30 when the chalk drops below 28% wins and the going gets 
tougher for them as the Vi drops. 
 
My conclusion on the turf is the extremes are much more definitive than on dirt.  A turf race with a very 
high Vi will be hard to hold the favorites.  A composite result at Vi 35-45 reveals roughly 70% of the 
races are won by horses paying less than $10 to win.  On the other hand, the longshots are plentiful in the 
lower ranges and it confirms something that many of us were already aware of; when the Vi drops low on 
grass, the race becomes very unpredictable.  For tournament players, perhaps the entire game plan could 
be arranged around this fact alone.      Bottom Line Overall: the Vi is an indispensable handicapping tool. 
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Systems and Angles 
The Hidden Speed Play 

 

Here's one that's been around awhile and was requested by a couple of people.  The basic idea of this 
method is easy to grasp and implement.  There are a number of additional parameters that can be added to 
filter out the worst horses or unprofitable situations.  The basic rule set is shown below.  
 

Play a horse that was not on the lead, yet within 2 lengths of the lead at the first call in both of its last two 
outings. 
 
The idea here is that these horses might be better than looked to the public as they were not actually 
leading at the first call, yet close up and looming.  Some of these horses will have been dueling, others 
pressing the pace.  In all cases, they have twice shown some good early speed and that is always effective. 
 

Various filters can be applied, including eliminating stakes and grass races as well as horses with poor 
comparable speed figures.  I will allow the test results to show us the way in terms of individual factors 
and not eliminate yet.  I did set a distance/surface filter for Fast Dirt 6f-9f. 
 
"Hidden Early Speed"   6f-9f Fast Dirt 
ITEM   Plays  Wins WN%  $ROI  WP%  Long--High      
---------------------------------------------- 
K-1    05747  1827 32%  0.89  52%  0026  $44       
K-2    04657  0996 21%  0.90  41%  0089  $67       
K-3    03963  0645 16%  0.88  33%  0116  $68       
K-4    03386  0421 12%  0.87  26%  0140  $114      
K-5    02906  0252 09%  0.78  19%  0125  $75       
K-6    02411  0151 06%  0.71  16%  0102  $83       
K-7    01777  0102 06%  0.80  12%  0081  $95       
K-8    01170  0060 05%  0.96  12%  0054  $141      
K-9    01285  0038 03%  0.69  06%  0032  $184      
 

FR1-1  06022  1227 20%  0.97  36%  0104  $141      
FR1-2  05738  1036 18%  0.91  34%  0123  $119      
 

E/P-1  05826  1306 22%  0.92  40%  0074  $114      
E/P-2  05241  1043 20%  0.94  36%  0102  $102      
 

A/P-1  04881  1384 28%  0.90  47%  0034  $68       
A/P-2  04416  0961 22%  0.89  40%  0044  $75       
 

C90-1  05071  1473 29%  0.90  48%  0036  $44       
C90-2  04357  0965 22%  0.90  41%  0050  $68       
 

MLO-1  05003  1625 32%  0.82  53%  0002  $20       
MLO-2  04473  0998 22%  0.86  42%  0018  $28       
----------------------------------------------- 
 

Analysis 
The results are promising.  Using the "last 2 races, 1st call > 0 and <= 2" will increase the win percentage and ROI 
for almost every factor.  This is particularly true for Fr1.  However, the number of longshots has been significantly 
reduced.  Just 104 out of the 1227 Fr1 winners paid more than $15 to win -- a much lower than normal percentage 
for Fr1 in general.  Same is true for all of the other factors in terms of big prices, but the general rise in ROI is an 
indicator that this spot play can find overlays in the medium price ranges ($8-$15), so the method seems to lives up 
to its theory that the public tends to steer away from decent early speed horses that have not been directly on the 
lead.  BTW: the overall results of this play (by itself, no other factors or filters involved) was Win = 19%, ROI = 
0.84 (-16%).  
 

In terms of eliminations, the (K) is excellent.  Below the top-4 (K), the angle fails miserably with the single excep-
tion of the K-8 category, but it only hits 5% there as well.   But it is probably more useful to use this method strictly 
in conjunction with Fr1=1, otherwise many of the best price plays get tossed out, but you won't hit many 'bombs' 
with it any case.  Remember that my study involved only Fast Dirt 6-9f, but all class levels were included.  You can 
query or use this yourself in Access by exporting from HTR2 and using a combination of fields 211 and 212 in HX5 
and merging it with HX4 data.  
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Handicapping 
An HTR User Shares Ideas on Handicapping  

 

I received an interesting and well-written email from one of our users - Mark W. - discussing some of his 
handicapping ideas and form analysis.  I think he offers some excellent insights and asked him if we 
could all read it and he agreed.  Thanks Mark. 
 
I play smaller tracks where trainers tend to darken their horses' form in order to get prices.  These obser-
vations in my email are much more appropriate at tracks like MNR, TUP, PRM, EVD and those that have 
slot enhanced purses but poorer grades of horse.  Horses very seldom repeat at these tracks so you 
have to constantly have an eye out for a small barn trying to put a horse over.  The odds can be phe-
nomenal! Horses that have run a good number in the past and have had a period of recent off form and/or 
layoff and/or trainer change are the source of most these gettable longshots.  This is particularly true if 
they have not won since the return or trainer change. 
 
I have begun to use a small method to try to help me qualify these potential longshots.  I use the FIG2 
screen a great deal for this purpose.  After I go thru the field and annotate the projected Cramer number 
that is in brackets, I have a pretty solid feel for what is going to win the race.  I can then go back and 
highlight the old paceline that would make a non-top5 horse competitive with the top 5 projected Cramer 
horses and then race by race advance upward to see if there is a viable, reasonable excuse for each 
race.  These are the excuses I will use:  1) Wrong Distance;  2) Wrong Surface;  3) Placed too high in 
class;   4) Bad post, 9 or higher;   5) First start at new track;   6) First start off a layoff of 60 days or more; 
7) If layoff off over 90 days and first start off that layoff is very good and the second start is a big bounce. 
 
Now there are also tip offs that might lead you to think a horse is spotted for action but doesn't rate well:  
1) Return to distance structure and/or surface of previous success;  2) Return to class where previously 
successful;  3) In IMP section of TLC screen, horse is indicated as participating in a Tandem with a horse 
you have made a contender;  4) For Early horses a return to early speed in last start as indicated by 
ranking by Fr1(does not have to be top Fr1 horse but in top-3;  5) Switch to a jockey that gets a "+" in 
ranking by Trainer;  6) Switch to a bug boy and getting a 5+ pound break from last race;  7) A jockey 
returns after riding the horse for the first time in the last race.  The last race is just a final conditioner and 
for the jock to get familiar with the horse. 
 
Unfortunately, in races with young lightly raced horses you do not have the advantage of having a previ-
ous race that makes the horse competitive in today's race.  Many times a horse that is as many as 10 
points off the top number will win at box car mutuels.  Possibly the Pedigree number will give some indi-
cation. Top Trainer and jockey will just knock hell out of your price.  Most of the time these younger 
horses win in route races is they dominate the pace because they are coming out of sprints or they catch 
a field of sprinters that can't get the distance and run by them at the end.  These horses will show some 
speed in sprint races or will run an even paceline.  They are not just deep closers in sprints. 
 
Thanks again to Mark W. for sharing his analysis with us! 
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Book Review 
Betting On Myself by Steven Crist  

 

One of the giveaways at the Turf Paradise handicapping tournament on Dec 12 was a copy of Steven Crist's new 
book Betting on Myself.  The author was there in person to sign them.  Mr. Crist has been the editor in chief of the 
Daily Racing Form (DRF) for the last several years.  His work history is impressive and includes many years of 
writing for the NY Times in various positions including horse racing columnist.  Later he attempted to compete with 
the Racing Form with a past-performance daily called the Racing Times (a very progressive publication) that failed 
quickly due primarily to the determination of the DRF putting them out of business.  He also worked for the New 
York Racing Association (NYRA) a short time and was a key player in the reduction of takeout in the state. 
 
The book is very easy to read and can be digested in a few hours.  The early chapters of Betting on Myself are the 
most interesting.  Crist was 'born with a silver spoon in his mouth' and he admits as much.  His mother is the famous 
NY movie reviewer Judith Crist.  But there are only smatterings of his personal life (including his heart attack) and 
almost nothing of his family mentioned in this book except as it relates to business.   The story of his initial exposure 
to betting during his college day (Harvard) was great reading.  During a break from school in 1977 he was taken by 
a friend to the Wonderland dog track in Boston where the genesis of his life story begins.   
 
During his frequent visits to the Wonderland dogs, he became instantly hooked on the numerical aspects of handi-
capping.  When he was younger, he delighted in baseball statistics and now found the analytic study of past-
performance completely absorbing.  He was ripe to become a horseplayer at a young age.  I'll digress here and men-
tion that his early years are amazingly parallel to my own.  I also started handicapping in college during the late 70's 
and was likewise instantly fascinated with the math and prediction aspects of all forms of gambling.  The one thing 
he writes about that struck me as most astonishing was that his mind could not escape the constant computations and 
desire to propagate outcomes of races and games of chance.  That is exactly what was happening in my head during 
the college years and it is not hard to guess that neither of was devoted to rote college studies.  
 
After college, Crist did not know what he wanted to do.  By default, he gravitated toward becoming a writer and 
started at the bottom levels of the New York Times and worked his way up to becoming a regular columnist.  His 
various jobs along the way enabled him to indulge in New York thoroughbred racing.  It was good timing as horse 
racing was enjoying immense popularity, coming off a decade of dominating superstars (Secretariat, Seattle Slew, 
Affirmed, and Spectacular Bid).  He obviously loves the power and excitement of the sport and that comes through 
easily in his writing.     
 
His handicapping stories are enjoyable.  His favorite bet is the pick-6 and he has hit several big ones over the years.  
Some specific details about how he structures his pick-six wagers are mentioned, but the reader should note that this 
is not a book about the science of betting or picking winners.  You won't get any creative handicapping ideas or 
fresh information about those subjects in this one. 
 
During most of his horse racing career Crist was a severe critic of Daily Racing Form.  In fact, there are many 
instances in the book where his downright disgust for the paper is apparent.  This is understandable as he details the 
rise and fall of his Racing Times, a publication that stood above the DRF in terms of editorial content and past-
performance.  The Racing Times was a great shot-in-the-arm for the horseplayer but it was quickly squashed out of 
business by the DRF protecting its monopoly.  At various opportunities he presents constructive criticism of the 
DRF (before he took over) as a stuffy and backward thinking publication.  He gives a great example of why fifths of 
a second are antiquated and should not be used as they are inaccurate.  He is similarly critical about the old Form 
speed ratings + variant based on the track record.  This is where I find the greatest fault with the book.  While there 
have been many changes at the DRF since Crist took the helm, he pretty much buries his head in the sand regarding 
those and other useless material that is still present in the Form past-performances that have not changed in decades.  
As expected, he never discusses computer software, the Internet or anything high-tech as that is the dreaded compe-
tition for DRF that will inevitably put the paper edition out to pasture.  Also missing is any insight into his personal 
life or family.  We don't find out from the book, for example, if he has children or any other interests outside of 
horse racing. 
 
Betting on Myself is recommended especially for those that like to read about the business and politics of thor-
oughbred racing.  Handicappers will enjoy reading Crist's personal account of life in the trenches as a horse-bettor, 
writer and fan.   Don't expect to learn how to win money at the track using the DRF though. 
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Late News – Tournaments / HTR People in the News 
 

Wishing you all a terrific and prosperous 2004, thanks for staying with HTR. 
 
Those of you that qualified for the NTRA, please join me for a buffet lunch on Thursday after-
noon January 22 (location will likely be Caesars Palace).  Bring spouse or friend.  The meal is 
on me and maybe we can discuss some last minute strategies, spot plays, etc.  I believe there 
is a cocktail reception that night at Bally's, but not a free dinner, so take advantage of this perk 
as well as a chance to meet with your fellow HTR qualifiers for some discussion.  I'll be emailing 
each of you with exact details later.   
 
We are also going to have a contest to guess who will be the highest scoring HTR player from 
the NTRA.  The winner of the contest, as well as the actual player that scores the best, will get 
some nice prizes.   Announcement by Jan 18 on that.  Our annual on-line winter tournament will 
begin in February. 
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